Regulation of myosin V processivity by calcium at the single molecule level.
Calcium can affect myosin V (myoV) function in at least two ways. The full-length molecule, which adopts a folded inhibited conformation in EGTA, becomes extended and active in the presence of calcium. Calcium also dissociates one or more calmodulin molecules from the extended neck. Here we investigated at the single molecule level how calcium regulates the processive run length of full-length myosin V (dFull) and a truncated dimeric construct (dHMM), which cannot adopt the folded conformation. The processivity of dFull and dHMM is tightly controlled by the calcium and calmodulin concentration, with shorter runs occurring at higher calcium concentration. The data indicate that a calcium-dependent dissociation of calmodulin from the neck region of myoV terminates its processive run. dFull showed unexpected processive movement in EGTA, suggesting that a small population of extended, active molecules are in equilibrium with the inhibited, folded form. Single turnover assays showed that the ATPase activity of the folded full-length molecule is inhibited by more than 50-fold compared with the extended molecule. The results imply that activation and termination of the processive runs of myoV can be accomplished by multiple mechanisms.